5th IFK World Tournament 2017 – Sibiu, Romania
Information Sheet
All rules for the tournament are loaded on the official website but
because we have 70 teams from 14 different organisations we have
decided to highlight some points within the rules for the coaches.
All categories will have prize winners 1st/2nd and Joint 3rd place
U18 CATEGORIES
Bout duration
2minutes, 2 minutes, weight decision , Enchosen 2 minutes
Final 2 minutes, 2 minutes , Enchosen 2 minutes (no weight decision).
Allowed techniques – all kicking techniques to the head are allowed, the same as
the adults.
Ippon is scored if an opponent is not ready to fight within 3 seconds.
Weight difference for U18
3KG or more weight difference is applicable to all weight categories apart from
Boys +75KG where it is 5KG or more difference
Protective equipment
Compulsory Shin and instep pads, Boys groin guard, Girls Breast protector Cup
only into sport bra (no female protector with padding between or around the cup
will be allowed)
Optional Mouth Guard (compulsory if teeth are wired), helmet.
No gloves are worn for U18 in the IFK
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
U21 CATEGORIES
Bout duration
2minutes, 2 minutes, weight decision , Enchosen 2 minutes
Final 2 minutes, 2 minutes , Enchosen 2 minutes (no weight decision).
Ippon is scored if an opponent is not ready to fight within 5 seconds.
Weight difference for U21
5KG or more weight difference is applicable to all weight categories apart from
MEN 80KG and over where it is 8KG or more difference
Protective equipment

Compulsory Shin and instep pads, Men groin guard, Women Breast protector Cup
only into sport bra (no female protector with padding between or around the cup
will be allowed)
Optional Mouth Guard (compulsory if teeth are wired).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
ADULY CATEGORIES
Bout duration
PRELIMARY ROUNDS 2minutes, 2 minutes, weight decision , Enchosen 2 minutes
QUARTER AND SEMI FINAL 3 minutes, 2 minutes , weight decision, Enchosen 2
minutes .
FINAL 3 minutes, 2 minutes , Enchosen 2 minutes (no weight decision).
Ippon is scored if an opponent is not ready to fight within 5 seconds.
Weight difference for ADULT
5KG or more weight difference is applicable to all weight categories apart from
MEN 90KG and over where it is 8KG or more difference
Protective equipment
Compulsory
Men groin guard
Women Shin and instep pads, , Women Breast protector Cup only into sport bra
(no female protector with padding between or around the cup will be allowed)
Optional Mouth Guard (compulsory if teeth are wired).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Please read all rules prior to the event.
Warnings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chui private warning
Chui Ichi official warning
Genten Ichi first penalty
Genten Ni second penalty
Genten San third penalty (Shikkaku)

If a competitor has a Waza Ari and also a Genten Ni penalty then the bout content
will be judged to obtain a decision.
If the bout is equal and a competitor has a Genten Ni warning in any round and
their opponent does not have any official warning (Chui Ichi) or Penalty
(Genten). Then the competitor without official warning will be declared the
winner on Hantei.
All official warnings and penalties will not be carried over to the next bout
following a Hikiwake decision. Only Chui (private warnings) will be carried over.

